TRS Coral Hotel HHHHH

New! Upgraded luxury experience, privileged location.

Plus!

› Exclusive adults only

› 24-hour room service

› Infinite Indulgence®; All Inclusive beyond excellence

› 24-hour butler service

› Unique location in Quintana Roo, Mexico

› Free WiFi

› 6 international restaurants; 8 bars;
pool with swim-up room option

› VIP treatment

› 469 luxurious suites, with a balcony or terrace

› Waiter service
at the pool and beach

› Exclusive! complimentary access
to Grand Palladium Costa Mujeres Resort & Spa

› Access to spa and
hydrotherapy circuit

Vacation is calling

GET THE
PARTY
STARTED
SOONER.
GET UP TO 50% OFF + THE ALLNEW LIMITLESS ALL-INCLUSIVE
Beach days, poolside lounging and ice-cold mojitos –
welcome to where summer’s always in season.

#madeformusic
HRHALLINCLUSIVE.COM

For more information go to hrhallinclusive.com
or contact your preferred travel professional.

How would you rate your 2018? Super, great, average,
or even bad?
At the end of December, I always put aside a few hours
to take stock of the year that’s ending to reevaluate
the most important achievements, the most difficult
moments I have overcome, and the challenges I faced
– as well as setting targets for the near future. It is a ritual
that’s dear to me, and allows me to better balance
my efforts to focus on the growth of the company.

You can also follow Michael’s adventures in Hong Kong,
learn about Greece’s splendid Royal Myconian Hotel
through the words of Marie-Eve, and get some good
advice from Ming to kickstart your cruise sales for 2019.
I conclude by sincerely thanking the members of
my team, advertisers and customers who, year after year,
work with us towards the common goal of continuing
and improving this beautiful industry. And thanks to
you too, dear readers; we are always very happy to read
the comments and feedback you give us.

In my case, 2018 will go down as a year of transition.
Transition towards new beginnings, towards my return
to the helm of the company, and to bigger and better
things for 2019.

The entire PGM team wishes you a very happy holiday
season and Happy New Year 2019! Your PAX magazine
will return on Feb. 1, 2019.

As you know, the PAX team has been busier than ever
in the past 12 months. The results of our work in 2018 speak
for themselves: new websites, new newsletters, the launch
of a new product (PAX Travel Jobs), and even the change
of LogiMonde media’s name to PAX Global Media Inc.
(PGM). It has been an extraordinary team effort.
What does 2019 have in store? It goes without saying
that the development of our products did not stop
in 2018: come January, we will continue working on
implementing projects that will significantly widen PAX's
reach, including the diversification of our product range
as well as the strengthening of our international activities.
To end the year on a positive note, our cover story features
Atout France’s Canadian director, Mélanie Paul-Hus;
an apt choice, with France time and again proving
itself one of the most popular destinations across
the globe. The eloquent Francophile will surprise many of
you with her top travel picks within the Hexagon.
Our special feature delves into the world of online travel
agencies, which may be less powerful than they seem.
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élanie Paul-Hus’ enthusiasm for

“By the age of 15, I knew that I wanted to

her work shines through as she tells

go to Europe and learn a third language,”

the long lasting tale that spans two

she remembers. “I hesitated between

continents. Next stop, France…

the Netherlands, Switzerland and Austria,
before finally deciding on Germany the
following year. It was during this trip that

The saying goes that travel broadens the

I visited Paris for the first time.”

mind, and for Mélanie Paul-Hus it was
no different.

The experience provided Paul-Hus with her
first real taste of the European way of life – one

Fittingly, as an executive whose career has

that would inhabit her forever. “I developed

seen her cross the Atlantic countless times,

a real attachment to their traditions and their

her appetite for a future career in travel was

lifestyle,” she reflects. “It inspired me a lot.

shaped from a young age by her experiences

It was refreshing to be surrounded by a culture

as an exchange student in Europe.

that I did not know.”

A few years later, having gained

Indeed, Paul-Hus’ ability to effortlessly

way to evolve in the tourism industry

research experience working in TV and

navigate the vast tourist offering of

is by making connections; I find it very

with the Les Affaires newspaper, Paul-Hus

France’s 101 departments is impressive

stimulating. I have an infinite love for France

turned to press relations at the Quebec

– from Finistère to Var and beyond.

and the people who have welcomed me

Ministry of Tourism. It was a move that

to their region – I carry them with me, and

would help define her professional profile

The bright but humble director considers

in my work every day.”

and lead the way to her subsequent role

her role as that of a messenger for France’s

with Maison de la France (renamed

enticing tourist offering. “I have been lucky

A proud Montrealer, the dynamic

Atout France in 2009), promoting France

to discover many beautiful destinations in

director argues that the city has

across Canada.

the last decade,” she says. “I always come

significantly helped her in her role.

back with new experiences from which

“I have always had a special interest

For the avowed francophile, it would

I try to inspire our tourism partners. It must

in France as a result of my friendships,

prove the perfect match.

be said that France is continental, yes,

in part because of the community that

but also has overseas territories such

we meet here in Montreal. Many of

as the French West Indies, Polynesia,

my friends have returned to France,

Ten years later, Paul-Hus was named

St. Pierre and Miquelon – even Guyana!

and I visit them as often as possible.”

Atout France’s Director for Canada.

Each archipelago and region has a

It’s a position whose responsibilities are

diversity that enchants me.”

as prestigious as they are demanding,

Far from being apprehensive about the

entrusting Paul-Hus with crucial issues

profound changes currently shaking

for the development of Canadian

Throughout the course of our interview, one

the tourism industry, Paul-Hus believes

tourism to France, and she clearly

recurring theme is particularly noticeable:

that a smooth transition is already well

relishes her role – and working in

Paul-Hus loves the human aspect of her

underway. “We have to find a balance

the industry.

duties, a source of great satisfaction to her.

between the present and the potential
of the future,” she says. “Don’t put all
your faith in trends if you want to create
a product that will stand the test of time.”
Simultaneously pragmatic and visionary,
Paul-Hus recognizes the values and
aspirations that all types of travellers have
in common. “Basically, we all seek the
same thing during a trip: making

“I have evolved in this business by

“Nowadays, tourism greatly values family

connections, creating lifelong memories,

getting closer to travel agencies

entrepreneurship, small guest houses, non-

and immersing ourselves in the local

and tour operators. I genuinely enjoy

standard tourism products, the creative

culture. What might change, however,

helping them to set up itineraries to

industry, and start-ups,” she smiles. “It’s a

are the methods such as alternative

offer travellers an unforgettable tour,”

pleasure for us to see the birth and growth

hosting or advanced technologies. It’s

she says. “Travel agents have a special

of certain initiatives and to help accelerate

interesting

relationship with their customers, who

their notoriety via tour operators.

generational shift happening right now

candidly share their experience on

because

there

is

a

that has the potential to transform the

location. It warms my heart to hear

“It’s a type of matchmaking that

future of tourism – but the motives for

these stories.”

I like a lot,” she continues. “The only

travel, as such, do not change.”

As a member of neither Generation X
nor the millennial group, what are PaulHus' preferred travel styles? Among her
passions are sports and the outdoors;
indeed, she says, she’s rather talented at
golf, but regrets the lack of time she has
to pursue it.
“I like short stays a lot, for relaxation and
gastronomic experiences,” she reveals,
“but I’m just as comfortable being a
backpacker. I prefer destinations that
offer this versatility. A few days in a
kayak, or hiking through the mountains
– that’s what reinvigorates me.”
Paul-Hus concludes by evoking the
future. “I hope, one day, to have a
small cottage on the edge of a lake,”
she says, “where I can put into practice
the French way of life and enjoy life as
much as possible in good company.”
All that remains to be seen is which
side of the ocean the cottage is
located on.

— Roger St-Hilaire, sales trainer

According to Paradis, the process consists
of collecting several “small yeses” from
the client, which will naturally lead to their
final agreement on the conclusion of the
sale. First and foremost, a good analysis
of the customer’s needs is required.
Where do they want to go? Would they
prefer a three-, four-, or five-star hotel?
Do they have children? Equipped with
this knowledge, the agent can then
propose options. Be careful not to give
too many: limiting the client to three or
four choices is about right.
Demonstrate how each option meets
the customer’s requirements by throwing
in questions such as, “Did you tell me you
wanted a little park nearby for the kids?”
This method leads the client to agree
and therefore to accept that several
aspects of these proposals are suitable
for them. Use the same terms that they
do. If they talk about “all-inclusive," use
the phrase yourself so they can see that
you’re talking about the same type
he time to propose to your

“The conclusion of a sale will be smooth

customer that they buy the product

if the seller has done their job well

of product.

you’ve presented has arrived; the

in the previous stages,” says Jean-

If the customer still isn’t sold on the

moment of truth. How do you increase

François Paradis, president of P5

product despite all this, then it’s time

the chances of their saying “yes”?

Médias Conseils.

to see what the problem may be.

Perhaps they changed their mind
on one point – for example, if they
had allocated $3,000 in their budget,
but would now like to bring that down
to $2,500. It’ll be easy to overcome this
last objection by proposing new options,
since you’ve already agreed with the
customer on everything else.
“The conclusion of the sale is no longer the

who understands what we want!” – or

using something along the lines of, “It’s

time to negotiate, but rather to reaffirm

similar. Other clues can be very telling,

yours at $1,750 – are you ready to go

what has already been accepted

such as a smile when discussing a

ahead with the booking?”

by the customer,” Paradis explains.

destination or hotel, or a look exchanged
between partners.

Regrettably, says St-Hilaire, too many
sellers delay to effectively close the sale,

How can you tell if the customer is ready

St-Hilaire stresses that we shouldn’t hesitate

fearing rejection. He emphasizes that an

to go to the closing stage of the sale?

to reinforce customers’ comments by

initial refusal does not necessarily mean

“Very few customers will say it openly,

linking them to a concluding sentence.

that the sale is lost; rather, it presents an

so it is most often up to the seller to move

If a customer says, “I think I’d like that,”

opportunity to adjust the offer by

to the ‘closing’ stage,” notes Roger

then the seller can add, “I’m sure of it. Are

questioning the customer about their

St-Hilaire, who has been conducting

you ready to go ahead?” If they remark,

reservations. “In fact, it’s better to know

sales training for more than 45 years.

“It’s cheaper than I thought,” the seller

early on that you’re not on the right

might comment, “I’m glad to hear that

track, rather than spending a lot of time

– are you ready to book?”

proposing options that do not interest

He advises to pay attention to the

the customer for one reason or another,”

signs that indicate the customer’s
growing desire to buy. These can be

“When people ask you about the price,

small sentences – “That would really

it’s a good opportunity to conclude,”

make a difference!”, “Finally, someone

St-Hilaire comments. He suggests

he concludes.

Jean-François Venne

Independent journalist specializing in the
field of business
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While it’s something of a dirty word amongst traditional travel agents, any discussion
of travel in 2019 would be incomplete without an examination of online travel booking.
It’s a rapidly growing segment of the travel industry and as technology continues to evolve,
online booking will only increase.

18-34 only/usually booked online
in the past 12 months, compared
to just 44 per cent of travellers
55 and older.

In 2017 there were 24.4 million
mobile phone internet users in
Canada, a figure projected to
grow to 29.1 million by the end of
2022. Increasingly, those phones
are being used to book travel.
P h o c u s Wr i g h t
worldwide,

found

online

that
travel

bookings are increasingly being
made by mobile devices, with
smartphones outpacing tablets.
According to the report, in the
fourth quarter of 2017, online
travel agencies gained 39 per
ccording to Statista, in Canada, revenue

cent of their bookings on smartphones – a 61

in the online travel booking segment

per cent year-over-year increase.

amounted to $4.9 million U.S. in 2018. Of
these bookings, the largest segment was hotels with

However, booking by phone hasn’t caught on

a market volume of $2.98 million U.S. in 2018.

in every market.

But not to worry, dear travel agent – it’s a big market

While 50 per cent of all Middle East online travel

and in many cases, you have the upper hand!

bookings are made by phone, only 22 per cent
of such bookings in North America take place
by mobile.

According to PhocusWright, Canadian online
travel penetration of the total market will rise from
41 per cent in 2017 to 47 per cent by 2021 – and

The so-called GAFAM – Google, Amazon,

the majority of that is being driven by younger

Facebook, Apple and Microsoft – looms larger on

travellers.

the radar of the travel industry, as these brands’
presence in travel grows.

The share of Canadians who only/usually book
online rose from 50 per cent in 2014 to 55 per cent in

While these five companies are indisputably among

2017. However, online booking incidence correlates

the world’s most valuable, they’re in constant flux.

strongly to age: the PhocusWright report found

This past summer, Apple became the first publicly

that more than six in 10 Canadian travellers aged

traded company in the U.S. to hit a stock value

of $1 trillion; the milestone was repeated just weeks
later when Amazon, however briefly, also crossed
the $1 trillion mark.
So where does their presence stand in the
travel industry?
For Apple, Microsoft and Facebook, their impact
on travel is, at the current moment, peripheral
at best: Apple has yet to attempt an entry into
travel and Microsoft took a step back following
the failure of its Bing Travel search engine in 2011.
Of these three, Facebook has the most direct
effect, both as an influencer of travel decisions
(a Facebook-commissioned study in 2016 stated
that when planning a trip, users spend five times
longer on the social network versus travel-related
sites and apps) and via its Recommendations tool,
an application through which customers
can endorse a business, that has been touted as a
possible channel for direct hotel bookings.

has made the most inroads into travel of the five
GAFAM companies. Valued at approximately
$739 billion in 2018, the company has the capital,

However, Google and Amazon may be a

reach and ambition to continue expanding

different story.

its travel booking tools.

Since adding Google Flights, Google Hotels

While not currently in the travel business, Amazon

and Destinations in recent years, Alphabet (the

has flirted with the market before – and could very

parent company of the popular search engine),

well again in the future.

and while most millennials seem
happier to book vacations over
their phones, there’s growing
evidence that travel agents are
becoming more popular with
younger travellers.
A 2017 American Society of
Travel Agents survey found that
while online bookings are more
popular amongst millennials,
30 per cent of millennials surveyed
had used a travel agent over the
previous 12 months. Better news
still – 45 per cent of millennials
who used an agent were likely to
recommend that agent to family
and friends, while 22 per cent of
all survey respondents had booked
through an agent at least once
in the previous year – the highest
share reported in three years.
In April 2015, the company launched Amazon

And there’s good reason.

Destinations, a tab on its Amazon Local site (which
also offered deals on hotel bookings) allowing

According to the Association of Canadian Travel

customers to search for travel deals on products

Agencies, while a Google search can easily yield

such as weekend getaways available in the

millions of hits on a term such as “Mexico vacation,"

Amazon inventory. With few products available,

the search engine still can’t provide travellers with

the option was removed from Amazon Local just

advice and insider tips, along with access to exclusive

four months after its launch, when hotel bookings

pricing on airfare, car rentals, hotels and more.

on Amazon Local were also discontinued.
“A travel agent has been there, knows someone
However, given Amazon’s past incursions into

who has, or has a network of contacts that can be

the online travel space, there’s speculation that

accessed for on-the-ground up-to-date information

the company will make another run at the market;

that answers all your questions,” the organization says.

after all, they certainly have the finances to
do just that.
Ultimately, it comes down to creating client peace
of mind, which is the one thing that an online
While the above statistics represent a large

booking can’t provide, regardless of whether

percentage, the fact remains that more than half of

said portal has the reach or financial backing of

boomers are still booking through traditional means,

a Google or Amazon.

- Nathalie Boyer, general manager,
Transat Distribution Canada

“You have an advocate that you can call on
for help before or during your travels – in case of
change of plans, emergencies, cancelled flights
or the unexpected,” says ACTA.
Nathalie Boyer, general manager, Transat

the functionality of a system. Their value is in their

Distribution Canada, tells PAX that while technology

passion and experience which can be provided

is inevitably going to change the industry over

to a client.”

the coming years, agents will still maintain an
essential role in selling travel.

In addition to the impact of technology on the
industry, the way in which customers perceive the

“I don’t think many people realize day to day

role of agents is also changing – a development

how much they deal with technology,” Boyer

which Boyer says TDC is preparing their

says. “When you ask how many people have

consultants for.

a smartphone, everyone raises their hands; when
you bring up chatbots, there’s some confused looks

“They’re not coming to just book airfare, they want

but when you mention Siri, they understand.

added value from a travel professional,” she says.

“Although we need to use that technology to be

“Clients are demanding and short on time and

efficient, they will never replace travel agents – robots

when they come to see you, they already have

don’t have the emotional intelligence or experience

in mind what they want – they usually know

that an agent can bring to the equation.

the product better than us – and they just
want the added value and reassurance that

“The goal is to make sure our agents are able

everything will be fine. It’s our job to equip the

to sell dreams through travel, not to be able to learn

agents for this.”

Is a TRVL agent the same as a travel

“commission” on booking their own

agent? It depends who you ask.

trips, in exchange for their advice to
fellow TRVL users.

The online travel portal, which made
its Canadian debut in late 2017, has

In the words of TRVL founder Jochem

blurred the lines between OTA and

Wijnands, “basically, you’re your own

travel agent by paying travellers a

travel agent.

Jochem Wijnands,
founder of TRVL

Sharing your insights on visiting a place, on
what to do and where to stay, we wanted to
bring that process online, of travellers helping
each other. That’s totally missing today. We
built a place where you don’t pay as much
and meet likeminded travellers willing to help
you build a better trip.

So how does Wijnands feel about

Industry Council of Ontario (TICO) raised

traditional agents? His answer may

concerns about how the platform was

surprise you.

conducting business in the province,
prompting TRVL to temporarily suspend

“We’re not against travel agents and

its services in Ontario.

we never wanted to pick a fight with
anyone. We don’t think agents are

Richard Smart, TICO’s president & CEO,

obsolete at all. I use an agent if I have

told PAX that as of October 2018, TRVL

a more complex itinerary.”

was still not a registered travel business
in Ontario; TICO is currently in the

Like many similar “digital disruptors”

process of developing new regulations

such as Uber and Airbnb, TRVL has not

for travel businesses operating in the

been without controversy: when the

province which are based online or

service debuted in Canada, the Travel

outside of Ontario.

OUR FAMILY OF BRANDS WISHES YOU

o you want to surprise your

Yachts come in all sizes, and whether

participants when you organize

you’re staying at the dock or sailing,

an event? Here are some

there’s no doubt that they bring glitz

unique, unusual places that are sure

and glamour to your event.

to intrigue attendees.
It’s possible to charter a plane and
organize a press event or product
Houseboats are very popular in Europe

launch on board – providing, of course,

and can serve as intimate places

your budget allows it.

for events in both summer and winter.
Seminars can be organized all year long
inside ships staying at the dock; you

Are you organizing the launch of

can also choose a river ride along the

a brochure on Asia? Stage your

waterways to add a touch of exploration

event in a museum that presents an

to your event.

exhibition of works from this continent

and give your participants a taste of
their next trip. For Europe, there are
plenty of choices when it comes to
renting spaces dedicated to the
continent’s art.

Some agencies specialize in renting
villas or private apartments. You’ll have
the choice between several original,
exclusive places your participants have
never experienced – guaranteeing
a surprising and memorable event.

These venues are becoming increasingly
popular, and convenient, for organizing
events. They’re already visually

conference setting, a banquet area
and a dancefloor. This type of event
is especially popular on the west coast
of the United States. It’s important to
factor in the associated costs such as
the special operating licence, the rental
of mobile toilets, the need for sufficient
lighting, heat lamps (if required), and
more. In addition, alcohol consumption
is not always allowed – so make sure to
check this before you start organizing.

interesting, allowing you to save on

If you can’t find the place of your

the cost of decorating; virtually all

These settings offer the benefit of rooms

dreams to realize the concept of your

you need to provide is good lighting.

for organizing conferences or meals.

event, why not rent a large hangar

Several activities can be planned around

or expansive local open space and

the animal theme: treasure hunts, initiation

create the surrounding that you wish?

Embrace the outdoors and hold an

courses, interactions with animals, and

This is what many brides and grooms

event in a natural, scenic setting.

more. They will also allow you to factor in

do in the United Arab Emirates, where

some free time for your event participants

no concept is too extravagant. Some

to explore the site themselves.

have even been known to build Arabian

Change the décor and atmosphere

Nights-inspired castles to celebrate

of your events by allowing guests to

their wedding in style.

travel through the magic of the circus or

What’s more exotic than an event

the fascinating world of space. You can

on a beach with the sound of waves

work each venue’s best features into

crashing in the background? The

the event’s offerings for participants.

beach can serve as a lounge area, a

Aurore Bonvalot

President of the Collectionneurs de Voyages
agency, specializing in event organization.

Our Advisors and Partners Help Us Put It Altogether
Thank you to our TravelOnly family and preferred partners whose dedication and
commitment helped us build a successful 2018.
SPECIAL THANKS TO:
Air Canada Vacations - Aaron Crawford, Federico Berardinucci and Dana Gain
AmaWaterways – Sandra Gardiner
Carnival Cruise Line – Marilisa De Simone and Justin French
Celebrity Cruises – Brenda Yeomans and Ken Brooks
Manulife Insurance – Tracy Emberson
Norwegian Cruise Line – Mary-Jo Cutaia and Derek Lloyd
Princess Cruises – Karen McColl
Royal Caribbean International – Stephanie McDonald
Sunwing – David Wright and Deana Murphy
Transat – Susan Kooiman and Nicole Bursey
TravelBrands – Shannon Smith and Erminia Nigro
WestJet – Kim Barbisan and Sevi Anagnostis

With adventure travel operators offering programs geared toward all ages and fitness
levels, more and more families are taking part and exploring together. And for agents,
family groups plus unique destinations can equal large commissions. Here’s a look at some
popular family adventure destinations and the offerings available there.
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A family encounter with a sea lion on a
G Adventures trip in the Galapagos
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A rugged landscape, unique wildlife and feeling like you’re in a different world – it
could only be the Galapagos! Drawing thousands of visitors every year, the island
chain offers travellers the chance for some once-in-a-lifetime experiences; from
seeing the giant Galapagos tortoises and marine iguanas in the wild to worldclass diving opportunities, such a unique location makes Galapagos the perfect
destination for families to explore together.
G Adventures’ family itinerary in Galapagos offers opportunities to snorkel, hike,
kayak, and swim the islands, as well as visit a giant tortoise breeding centre
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and the Charles Darwin Research Station.

Whether part of a cruise or a luxury getaway, the vastness and untouched beauty
of the South Pacific yield plenty of chances for families to explore together. White
sand beaches, blue waters and verdant islands are the primary colours of this
region, painting an idyllic escape for the entire family.
On its South Pacific cruises during the summer and holiday season, Paul Gauguin
has partnered with the Wildlife Conservation Society to offer families a range of
ecology-themed activities for all ages, from discovering marine life while snorkeling
to beach excursions in Tahiti and the Society Islands.
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Family adventures in the South Pacific
with Paul Gauguin
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waiting to be explored, South Africa’s popularity as a travel destination
continues to grow – especially amongst Canadians, who continue to
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From the city lights of Johannesburg to its multiple distinct ecosystems just

enjoy a favourable exchange rate!
In terms of active travel, Kruger Park is without a doubt the star of the
show, drawing increasing numbers of families eager to catch a glimpse
of the “Big 5” – specifically lions, elephants, leopards, cape buffalo
and rhinos.
Visits to the park are incorporated in many of Goway’s South Africa
itineraries, including &Beyond Ngala Safari Lodge and Adventures
in Nature, which allow families to explore the park and get in touch
with their wild side.
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South Africa’s Kruger Park draws
many families of animal lovers

Visit Costa Rica

With a tropical rainforest enveloping the slopes of towering volcanoes to its
pristine Caribbean beaches, Costa Rica’s reputation as a destination with
something for everyone is well deserved! The country’s lush surroundings
have made it a prime spot for eco-tourism, a travel style appealing to
all members of the family.
On Intrepid Travel’s Costa Rica Family Holiday, families will head into
the wilderness of Tortuguero National Park, where they will experience
the coastal lagoons by boat and spend two nights in a riverbank lodge.
Underwater exploration
in Costa Rica

The tour operator also offers a version of the itinerary exclusively for single
parents, grouping together single-parent families on an exploration of
the Costa Rican countryside.

The cruise industry shows no signs of slowing down, with CLIA having
anticipated 28 million cruise passengers in 2018 – representing a
consistent 1.5 to two per cent growth year over year.
To accommodate this growth, close to 25 new cruise ships will be
launched in 2019 by mass market, premium, luxury and expedition
cruise lines. The following is our pick of the most anticipated newbuilds.

who wanted to bring all the benefits of river cruising to the ocean.
As a result, Viking’s fares include wine, beer and soft drinks at lunch
and dinner, a shore excursion at every port, Wi-Fi, specialty coffees and
teas, plus all taxes and fees. The Viking Jupiter will feature all-veranda

Photos by Viking Cruises

Viking Ocean was born from the vision of its Chairman Torstein Hagen,

Size: 47,800 GRT (gross register tonnage)

accommodations, complimentary alternative dining and free self-service

Guests: 930

laundrettes. Viking’s target audience is well-travelled adults (it has

Crew: 550

recently changed its minimum guest age to 18+) looking for destination-

Length: 745 ft.

focused itineraries without the nickel and diming experience onboard.
As such, the ship has no casino, no photographers, and no art auctions

Photos by Royal Caribbean

or onboard pressure sales commonly found on ocean cruise lines.

Beam: 94.5 ft.
Launching: February 2019

The Spectrum will be the first of the “Ultra-Quantum” class, which includes
familiar amenities such as the skydiving experience RipCord by iFLY,
the North Star observation pod, Two70 video entertainment screens,
and SeaPlex with bumper cars and a roller skating rink. New innovations
include a virtual reality bungee trampoline experience called Sky Pad,
and the Ultimate Family Suite – a two-storey, 2,809-sq. ft. enclave that

Size: 168,666 GRT
Guests: 4,246
Crew: 1,551

sleeps up to 11, with an in-room slide and the first private 3D cinema.
The Spectrum will also introduce new Golden and Silver suite categories
perched on the top decks, with exclusive keycard access to a VIP

Length: 1,139 ft.

restaurant, lounge, pool and deck areas. Purpose-built for the Chinese

Beam: 136 ft.

market, Spectrum will also feature a large selection of Asian-themed

Launching: April 2019

eateries including Sichuan Red – a specialty restaurant serving the cuisine
of Sichuan province.

Photo by Celebrity Cruises

The all-suite, all veranda Celebrity Flora will elevate the Galapagos cruise
experience with the largest and most luxurious accommodations (up to
1,288 square feet) in the region. Built for just 100 guests, onboard venues

Size: 5,739 GRT

will include the Observatory with floor-to-ceiling windows, an al-fresco

Guests: 100

Ocean Grill, and a stargazing platform. Menus will be curated by a

Crew: 81

Michelin-starred chef, and each suite will be staffed with a Personal

Length: 333 ft.

Suite Attendant to provide everything the guests need. The Flora will be
sailing in the Galapagos year round, offering 10- and 11-night packages
including overnight stays in Quito. The all-inclusive fares will cover all

Beam: 55.7 ft.
Launching: May 2019

shipboard beverages, tours, lectures, Wi-Fi, snorkeling equipment,

Photos by Princess Cruises

and gratuities.

Princess Cruises is known for building ships with consistent layouts so its
guests feel right at home on every vessel. The Sky Princess will be no

Size: 143,700 GRT

exception, following in her sisters’ wake as the fourth Royal class ship,

Guests: 3,660

but will feature two new innovations. First is the new Sky Suite

Crew: 1,346

accommodation, measuring 1,565 sq. ft. including a 700-sq.-ft. balcony

Length: 1,083 ft.

furnished with day beds, loungers, outdoor TV and bar. The two-bedroom,

Beam: 155 ft.
Launching: October 2019

two-bath suite accommodates up to five, with a separate dining and
living room, and 270° views high atop the ship. A new themed bar will
also be onboard, details of which are still under wraps.

We give you Access to the world.™

Air/Sea
Protection
Program
We’ll get you there,
no hassles, no worries.

Book Air & Cruise with us and travel worry-free
with our air/cruise protection program.
P We have 75 scheduled airline partners. So, in
P

the event that you miss your cruise due to a flight
cancellation or delay, we will protect you on any
airline to get you to there!

PLEASE CONTACT OUR HELPLINE 24/7

If you have a forced overnight stay, a hotel will be
provided.

travel@travelbrands.com

North America: 1-800-727-8687
All other destinations: 1-416-850-0978

PLUS, we always have these added benefits:

Air & Cruise must be booked through TravelBrands. Passengers will be rebooked on another available flight to/from the ship or to the next port of call, subject to availability at no cost to the client. Force Majeure situations or reasons beyond the control of
the airline partner are not included in this air protection program. TravelBrands cannot be held responsible or liable for lost wages, missed vacation time or any other related expenses associated with the delay. Travel insurance is highly recommended
and should not be replaced by this air protection program. This program may be withdrawn or changed at any time without notice. Other conditions may apply.
© 2018 Encore Cruises is a wholly-owned division of 2515589 Ontario Inc. B.C. Reg. # 3597. Ont. Reg. # 50012702. Quebec permit holder # 703 343. 5450 Explorer Drive, Suite 300, Mississauga, ON L4W 5N1

Changes after departure, please contact us 24/7
1 (800) 727-8687 (North America) (416) 850-0978 (Collect)
travel@travelbrands.com

Find us on Facebook
Your TravelBrands BDM

[ A8389 ]

P Loyalty Points (On Cruise and Air) P Flexible Air/Sea rates P Only at Encore exclusive offers

TravelBrandsAccess.com

1-844-5-TBRAND
827263

Photos by Norwegian Cruise Line

As the third Breakaway Plus class vessel after Norwegian Joy and Bliss,

Size: 167,800 GRT

the Encore will again feature the 180° Observation Lounge with expansive

Guests: 3,998

views, as well as the Haven suite accommodations and its exclusive

Crew: 1,716

Horizon Lounge with equally unmatched views. Solo travellers will

Length: 1,094 ft.

be accommodated in the Studio staterooms with access to a common
living room area called the Studio Lounge. Details of other public areas

Size: 133,500 GRT

Photos by Carnival Cruise Lines

and amenities are still forthcoming.

Beam: 136 ft.
Launching: November 2019

True to its name, the Carnival Panorama will feature a variety of outdoor

Guests: 3,960

spaces, including open-air seating at several restaurants and bars,

Crew: 1,450

the pedal-powered SkyRide, WaterWorks Aqua Park, and an elaborate

Length: 1,055 ft.

sports square. Panoramic views continue in the Havana class

Beam: 122 ft.
Launching: November 2019

accommodations with private patios facing the promenade, and
an exclusive outdoor bar and pool. The Panorama will be the first new
Carnival ship to be homeported on the West Coast in 20 years.

MORE SHIPS. MORE EUROPE.
MORE EXTRAORDINARY EXPERIENCES.
Seven ships cruising from seven departure ports in 2019.
Your clients can explore an incredible variety of cultures on the fleet named Europe’s Leading Cruise
Line 11 years running by World Travel Awards. More ships, including two of our newest, Norwegian
Getaway and Norwegian Breakaway, as well as one of our most awarded ships, Norwegian Epic, are
coming to more of Europe. From the majesty of the Scandinavian fjords to the streets of Amsterdam, a
European vacation like no other awaits. Whether they’re cruising from Barcelona or Venice, they can see
the sights on their schedule with no set dining times. Book a European cruise so unforgettable they’ll
remember to make a return trip.

EUROPE’S LEADING
CRUISE LINE

(11 YEARS IN A ROW)
World Travel Awards

©2018 NCL Corporation Ltd. Ships’ Registry: BAHAMAS and USA

Greece

38275 10/18

Norway

Russia

+

MORE NOTABLE
SHIPS LAUNCHING IN 2019
GRT

Guest Expected
capacity launch date

Bellissima

167,600

4,500 March 2019

262-ft. LED dome, Cirque du Soleil at sea

MSC Cruises

Grandiosa

177,100

4,888 November 2019

323-ft. LED dome, Cirque du Soleil at sea

PONANT

Le Bougainville

10,000

184 April 2019

Underwater observation lounge

PONANT

Le Dumont-d’Urville

10,000

184 August 2019

Underwater observation lounge

Scenic

Eclipse

17,085

228 January 2019

Two helicopters and a
submarine onboard

Cruise Line

Ship

MSC Cruises

Notable features

*New ships featured in this article represent only a small selection that we have chosen to highlight, and not
the complete list of newbuilds. As all ships are still under construction, all information and statistics are subject
to change.
PAX magazine cannot be held responsible for errors or omissions. Have you added new products? Write to
us at alexandre@paxglobalmedia.com

Ming Tappin
Ming Tappin is a cruise writer and consultant,
based in Vancouver, BC.

WHERE
YOU
WANT
TO
BE
IN
LOS CAYOS
E X C E P T I O N A L

OPENING SOON
The new Paradisus Los Cayos in Cayo Santa María.
The harmony and peace of the island gathered here just for you.
Set on a pristine beach | All-inclusive Luxury Resort | Suites | 5-star Fine dining |
The Reserve | Royal Service, an adults-only exclusive section | Enriching experiences |
Romance by Paradisus | Meetings & Events

Varadero-Holguín-Cayo Santa María-(opening in 2018)

Congratulations to our October 2018
Five Star Academy Graduates!

Garfield Adamson
TravelOnly

Alice Colody

Uniglobe Enterprise Travel

Michelle Green

Travel Edge Toronto

Jay Mandelker

YYZ Travel Group

Susan Reid

The Travel Agent Next Door

Angelina Valenzano

Woodbridge Cruiseshipcenters

Nivedita Bardhan

Downtown CruiseShipCenters

Joan Coombs

Brigitte Berneche

Markham CruiseshipCenters

Christiane Cormier

Lynn Bernier
TravelOnly

Naomi Couture

Talk of the Town Travel

Passports to Postcards Travel

Toronto West Cruiseshipcenters

Olesya Grigorovsky

Shelley Hitchens

Monique Hughes

Leanne Mazerolle

Nicole McDougall

Richmond Hill CruiseShipCenters Thunder Bay CruiseShipCenters

Margaret Mangialardi

Oakville South Cruiseshipcenters

Ana Rittinger

Whitby CruiseShipCenters

Donna Wagar

Kemp Travel Group

Marlin Travel Port Perry

Carolyn Robinson

The Travel Agent Next Door

Julie Welsh

Courtice CruiseShipCenters

Globe Chasers Intl

Live and Love Travel

Irene Samuels

Markham CruiseshipCenters

Heather Wensley

Port Credit Cruiseshipcenters

Jesse Bolduc

Flight Centre Newmarket

Christine Crump

Ajax CruiseShipCenters

Pauline Hui

Willowdale CruiseshipCenters

Dane Paul Bonello
Red Tag.ca

Ed Cruz

Willowdale CruiseshipCenters

Hillary Hynes

Harold Bricks

North York Cruiseshipcenters

Sue Davies

Dietrich Getaways

Lindy Jay-Tung

Gene Jochen

Ajax CruiseShipCenters

MaryAnne McRobbie

Kim Millan

Barry Schachter

Wendy Sedore

Marilyn Shalma

Deb Willert

Kimberly Wright

Jo Ann Wrobel

Yolande McGregor

North York Cruiseshipcenters

Thunder Bay CruiseShipCenters

Newmarket CruiseShipCenters Oakville South Cruiseshipcenters

TravelOnly

TravelOnly

Rosie Dietrich

Markham CruiseshipCenters

Carlson Wagonlit Travel

Marlin Travel Pickering

Debora Brown

The Travel Agent Next Door

New Wave Travel

Kemp Travel Group

Celebrity’s Five Star Academy offers the tools to ensure our travel advisors
have everything they need at their fingertips to showcase the Celebrity brand.

B Smart Travel

Betul Mutler

Downtown CruiseShipCenters

Faiza Sikander

CAA South Central Ontario

Ming Xi

Solstar Travel

Donald Brown

Downtown CruiseShipCenters

Donna Dougherty

Marlin Travel Pickering

Ethel Joe

Markham CruiseshipCenters

Shereen Osman

Mississauga East Cruiseshipcenters

Elaine Silver

The Joy of Travel

Erin Butterworth

Whitby CruiseShipCenters

Madeline Elbirt

Gina Cajucom

Markham CruiseshipCenters

Michelle Figliano

Merle Fishman

Richmond Hill CruiseShipCenters

Marlin Travel Port Hope

Ingrid Kutter

Cheri Landry

Don Mills CruiseShipCenters

Anna Palleschi

Jean Chan

Cruise Holidays North York

CAA Travel

Cindy Parsons

Majestic Tours

Sharon Lawrie

Whitby CruiseShipCenters

Courtice CruiseShipCenters

The Travel Agent Next Door

Norman Sirota

Jessica Smid

Christine Sokolowski

TravelOnly

Elaine Friesen

Thunder Bay CruiseShipCenters

Victoria Lawson

The Travel Agent Next Door

Debra Phillips

Ayesha Patel

Expedia CruiseShipCenters

Willowdale CruiseshipCenters

Joseph Cheung

NGH Tours | NGH Cruise

Ajax CruiseShipCenters

Ajax CruiseShipCenters

Margaret Street

Downtown CruiseShipCenters

Margaret Chiu

Willowdale CruiseshipCenters

Gillian Fripp

Davisville CruiseShipCenters

Lisa Lee

Crystal Yau

Regal Vacations Travel

Chen Yu

The Travel Agent Next Door

Rosie Yu

CAA South Central Ontario

To learn more, visit CruisingPower.com

Michelle Gaudet

Inspired Travel Adventures

Nancy Lowes

Newmarket CruiseShipCenters

Markham CruiseshipCenters

Rosalind Pope

Zirka Puharski

Toronto West Cruiseshipcenters

Dorothy Tam

Live and Love Travel

Graduates without photo:
Matt Appleton
Howard Basian
Anthony Burley
Linda Cappuci
Aileen Cudden
Angela Dabideen
Janet Donegan
Frances Dunn
Michael Felip
Julie Hegedus

Patrick Chiu

The Travel Agent Next Door

CAA Travel Vaughan
Richmond Hill CruiseShipCenters
Markham CruiseshipCenters
Vaughan Cruiseshipcenters
Richmond Hill CruiseShipCenters
Markham CruiseshipCenters
Courtice CruiseShipCenters
Ajax CruiseShipCenters
Markham CruiseshipCenters
Davisville CruiseShipCenters

TravelOnly

Brad Taylor

Markham CruiseshipCenters

Monika Khbeis
Tina Laughlan
Adrienne Lusk
MaryJane Markle
David Parkin
Bruce Parkinson
Kory Prebble
Nashila Premji
Alyssa Reid
Shannon Violo
Brad Wolfe

Pamela Clarke

Ajax CruiseShipCenters

Sency Gomes

Toronto West Cruiseshipcenters

Donnalea Madeley

The Travel Agent Next Door

Georgia Rakopoulos

Uniglobe Enterprise Travel

Stephanie Trieu

Truly Memorable Travels

Port Credit Cruiseshipcenters
Whitby CruiseShipCenters
New Wave Travel
Port Credit Cruiseshipcenters
Markham CruiseshipCenters
Flight Centre Newmarket
Flight Centre Newmarket
CAA Markham
Flight Centre Newmarket
Flight Centre Newmarket
Richmond Hill CruiseShipCenters

ith 2018 drawing to a close, it’s already
time to assess the balance sheets and
start planning for next year. What has
stood out in the past 12 months, and what trends
are on the horizon for 2019?

On Jan. 18 of this year, Mark Zuckerberg heralded
a significant change of course for Facebook,
announcing a more sophisticated algorithm
(or content filter) penalizing publications that
attract little interaction. In other words, the site was
to give priority to conversations between people
and profiles, making life more difficult for managers
of Pages.
A succession of controversies engulfed Facebook
in 2018, ranging from questions over its involvement
in the U.S. presidential campaign and Brexit
(the Cambridge Analytica scandal) to Zuckerberg’s
appearance before a U.S. Senate Committee and
the discovery, this autumn, that nearly 90 million
accounts had been hacked.

“So what?” you may ask. Well, anyone using a
Facebook page for business will probably have
noticed underperformance this year, either through

the reach of their publications or the level of engagement.
For a customer I worked with this fall, traffic generated from
Facebook to their website dropped by 72 per cent in 2018
compared to the same period in 2017.
MY PREDICTION: Facebook’s slow decline will continue in 2019.
Of course, this is not a reason not to maintain a dynamic presence
and continue conversing with your community of customers.
But organic reach is expected to fall, meaning that you should be
aware of the prospect of having to spend more to achieve the
results of previous years – or at least, satisfactory results according
to your campaign goals.

According to the most recent data from Statistics Canada
(2017), 76 per cent of Canadians now own a smartphone.
We can certainly extrapolate that this figure will reach 80 per
cent in 2019 – if it hasn’t already.
During the last year, while I was involved in website diagnostics
for various clients, I noticed a big trend: mobile traffic now
contributes more than 50 per cent of the traffic of sites
analyzed, with the figure exceeding 60 per cent or even
70 per cent in some cases.
The implications of this? We now must think about our
content according to this new reality for all electronic
communications platforms.
• Sending newsletters: titles should be shorter, images in lower
resolution, and links should be obvious and designed for
the mobile user.
• Websites that are slow to load have been penalized by
Google since 2016 and the consumer will go elsewhere.
Your site should be responsive, with more and more people
likely to consider a mobile-first approach.
• Social media: knowing that nearly 92 per cent of content
shared on social media today is consumed on a mobile

Hawai‘i.

Warm temperatures,
and an even
warmer welcome.

device, you should make sure to write in a short, concise
way, with photo slides and using icons to serve as calls
to action.

Learn how to entice your clients to visit Hawai‘i at
agents.gohawaii.com

MY PREDICTION: Travel counsellors, agencies and

choice in North America, behind Facebook and

various providers in the travel industry have already

far ahead of Instagram. As this chart from a recent

begun to make the shift, but we should see this

Catalyst Canada report shows, text messaging also

trend continue in 2019 with redesigned websites

remains a popular tool – no matter what age category.

adapted to the new reality. It will be the same for
the creation of content on social media, where

Messaging apps will continue to build on this

we will see more short content, optimized for

momentum, and we can expect 2019 to reflect

reading on mobile devices.

this new reality among travel agents and other
industry players. One only must think about
Messenger’s chat feature, which is becoming
more and more present on Facebook pages

What Facebook is losing in popularity on one

and encouraging conversation via text.

side, it seems to be making up for with its sister
platform, Instagram. Over the past year, the

MY PREDICTION: I don’t believe that Snapchat

popular mobile app has reached the milestone

is the most promising platform for travel agencies,

of 1 billion active monthly users, and several

hoteliers and destinations, because of its youthful

new features have emerged including the IGTV

target audience. In contrast, I expect to see a

video channel. Stories has also proven extremely

strong presence on Instagram and ever-growing

popular among users of the platform, with

popularity of this platform in 2019. It will be the

an estimated 400 million using the feature.

same with Messenger, whose integration on
the Facebook page, or even on your website,
will allow the conversation to be activated with
certain customer segments who prefer this mode

Some people, me included, may have predicted

of communication.

that popularity would kill Snapchat. But we were all
wrong; in the last year, we learned that not only did

What do you think will be the key trend that

Snapchat remain popular among young people

will impact your social media management

(13-25 years), but it is now the second platform of

in 2019?

Frédéric Gonzalo
Source: Catalyst Canada, 2017

Conference speaker & consultant
specializing in e-tourism

Spirit of

MEXICO

MEXICO
• 22 guaranteed departures
• Guided tour (English)
• Minimum 2 persons
PACKAGE INCLUDES:

• 8 nights accommodation
• 15 meals
• Transportation (driver only) Day 1 & 9
• Domestic flight day 3
• Land and water transportation
• Local tour leader (English) – shared
service
• Entrance fees
Cancún
Golf of
Chichén Itzá
Mexico Mérida
Teotihuacán
Campeche
Uxmal
Mexico
City

Palenque
San Cristobal
Pacific
Ocean

9 days

2983 $*

Day 01 / Mexico City
Day 02 / Mexico City: Teotihuacán
Day 03 / Mexico City > Tuxtla Gutiérrez
> San Cristobal de las Casas

Day 04 / San Cristobal de las Casas
Day 05 / San Cristobal de las Casas > Palenque
Day 06 / Palenque > Campeche
Day 07 / Campeche > Uxmal > Mérida
Day 08 / Mérida > Chichen Itza > Riviera

Maya
Day 09 / Riviera Maya > Cancún

*Price per person, based on DBL occupancy, starting at

SINCE 1984

information / reservations
Contact us at:
514-274-3400 • 1-800-361-6593
www.canandestour.com

One of the dozens of lakes
at Lagunas de Montebello
National Park

esiding at the heart of Mexico’s Chiapas

also catch a glimpse of local wildlife including

province is the city of San Cristóbal de las

crocodiles and spider monkeys along the riverbank.

Casas. Have clients ready to visit? Here’s
a quick rundown of what the destination has

A communal tourism project operated by local

to offer!

indigenous peoples, the Arcotete Eco-Tourism Park
can be found approximately six kilometres from San

San Cristóbal de las Casas was designated one of

Cristóbal de las Casas. This park, which requires a

Mexico’s “Pueblos Mágicos” (Magic Towns) in 2003,

small entrance fee, features a network of hiking

and was further recognized as “the most magical

trails and a series of caves to explore.

of the Pueblos Mágicos” by former Mexican
President Felipe Calderón in 2010 – high praise

On the border of Mexico and Guatemala, Lagunas

indeed! Established in 1528, the city retains much

de Montebello National Park is comprised of

of its original layout, complete with a Spanish flair

59 lakes, many of which are open for swimming

including red tile roofs and wrought-iron balconies

or canoeing. Due to concentrations of various

overflowing with flowers.

de las Casas has lots to offer outdoor enthusiasts.
Located 45 minutes outside of the city, Sumidero
Canyon can be traversed by boat along the
Grijalva River. In addition to sights such as five
seasonal waterfalls (visible during the rainy season,
approximately from July to October), visitors can

Some of the work on display at Museo
del Ambar

Photo by Jack Kennard/flickr

With its mountainous surroundings, San Cristóbal

minerals, their waters range in colour from emerald

From fossils to works of art, the museum contains

and turquoise to dark green, purple and reddish

more than 300 amber pieces, most of them found

black. The park also contains the Mayan ruins of

in Chiapas province.

Chinkultic, consisting of 200 buildings including
several pyramids and a ball court.

Commemorating an historically important stone
in Central American cultures, the Museo
Mesoamericano del Jade features numerous

The past comes alive in San Cristóbal de las Casas,

examples of artwork and carvings from the

which features six museums dedicated to a number

Mayan and Olmec civilizations.

of subjects.
Casa Na Bolom (“Home of the Jaguar”) is the former
home of archaeologist Frans Blom, operating as a
museum/hotel/research centre. Operated by the
non-profit Asociación Cultural Na Bolom, the centre
is dedicated to the protection of the Lacandon
Maya people and the preservation of the Chiapas
rain forest.

• In a nod to the past, horses and donkeys
still play a major role in the delivery of
goods such as milk and produce in San
Cristóbal de las Casas.
• A recent influx of travellers has resulted in

The region’s natural resources also have a home

expanded restaurant offerings, including

in San Cristóbal de las Casas.

Italian, French, Thai, Indian, Chinese
and more.

Housed in a 16th-century convent, the Museo
del Ambar is the only one of its kind in Mexico.

Photo by Júbilo Haku/flickr

The Catedral de San Cristóbal de Las Casas, an example
of the colonial architecture of San Cristóbal de Las Casas

October event brings together locals and visitors
with the aim of showcasing lesser-explored paths
in and around the city, the perfect way to discover
something new in an already-popular destination.

Travel further up the coastline to Split and you’ll find
yourself in the ancient home of Roman Emperor
Diocletian (himself of Dalmatian descent), whose
rom the Dalmatian coastline to the old city

palace still stands as a tourist attraction and

square of Zagreb, Croatia never stays quiet

UNESCO World Heritage Site.

for long!
As is the case in much of Croatia, Split
Take a tour of Croatia’s festivities in its major cities

commemorates the country’s former membership

and discover a little something for all tastes and

as a province of the Roman Empire with its annual

ages. Take note though – these are just a few of

Days of Diocletian, a city-wide celebration

the many celebrations taking place throughout

honouring the connection to the past. From May

the country each year!

to September each year, Split is transported back
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Designated a UNESCO World Heritage Site in 1979,
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the city of Dubrovnik has hosted its annual Summer
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Festival since 1950 between July 10 and Aug. 25
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of each year. The festival, one of the biggest in
Croatia, welcomes international performers in the
worlds of dance, theatre and music to its various
stages each year. The festival often includes
some big names in entertainment: over the
years, the Dubrovnik Summer Festival
has welcomed the likes of actor
Daniel Day-Lewis and musicians
Duke Ellington, Dizzy Gillespie
and Ravi Shankar.

The streets of Dubrovnik are best explored
Zagreb’s King Tomislav
Square hosts the annual
on
foot – and what better way to do this
Zagreb Classic festival
each July
than through the Dubrovnik Walking Festival?
A recent addition to Croatia’s festival calendar
(the inaugural edition took place in 2015), the

nearly 2,000 years with Roman centurions lining the
streets and parading with Diocletian himself. History
also comes to life with authentic music and cuisine
from the Roman Empire available throughout Spilt
during the summer months.

Not to be outdone by its southern counterparts, the
capital city of Zagreb has its share of celebrations
throughout the year as well.
Each summer, the city’s King Tomislav Square

From November to January, Zagreb

becomes the host of the Zagreb Classic, an annual

welcomes the return of its annual

celebration of classical music performed by top

Christmas markets, a spectacle not to

Croatian and international ensembles in a series

be missed!

of evening concerts throughout the month of July.
Performances are free to attend but be sure to get

While it’s a tradition most often associated with

there early, as prime spots fill up fast!

Europe’s Alpine countries, Zagreb’s Christmas
markets – which recently took top honours in an
online poll conducted by European Best
Destinations – draw visitors with the sights, sounds
and flavours of the holidays, complete with an ice
park in King Tomislav Square and a holiday light
display within Gric Tunnel, an historic pedestrian
tunnel built in the city’s centre during World War II.

The Christmas display in Zagreb’s Gric Tunnel

Photo by Julien Duval/Zagreb Tourist Board

• With a population of just 21 residents,
the community of Hum, in northwestern
Croatia, is ranked the World’s Smallest
Town by the Guinness World Records.
• Sunseekers, rejoice! Croatia enjoys 2,175
hours of sunlight each year.

The city of Dubrovnik
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This underwater moai is a leftover
from the 1995 film Waterworld

ocated 3,700 kilometres off the Pacific coast of

One of the most striking displays is a group of moai

Chile, Easter Island has long been a bucket-list

atop a ceremonial platform known as an ahu,

destination for generations of travellers. While

found in the town of Anakena.

annexed by Chile in 1888, the island, located at the
southeastern corner of the “Polynesian Triangle”
(Hawaii and New Zealand being the other two

Anakena is also Easter Island’s main beach

points) offers a distinctive South Pacific flair.

destination, where travellers can unwind on white
sand and enjoy the turquoise waters, which are a
consistent 20ºC throughout the year. While other

Synonymous with exploration and adventure, the

beaches can be found on Easter Island, Anakena

iconic moai are Easter Island’s most famous feature.

is the only one officially open for swimming.

More than 1,000 of these statues are found across
the island, in various sizes and styles ranging from
the massive stone heads placed along the coastal
hillsides of Rano Raraku to the (relatively) smaller
carvings found inland at Ahu Akivi. Nearly half of
them can be found in a quarry at Rano Raraku,
the main source of the volcanic rock used by the
ancient artisans.
Created between 1250 and 1500, the moai
are believed to represent the ancestors of the
indigenous Rapa Nui people, all facing inland
toward the former village sites.

While Hawaii may be the top surf spot in the
Pacific, Easter Island also offers opportunities to
ride the waves. While the northern shores provide

• Thanks to its volcanic past, Easter Island

a challenge for even the most seasoned of surfers,

has an extensive cave system consisting

those new to the sport can try out gentler waters in

of more than 7,000 metres of tunnels.

Hanga Roa along the island’s west coast.

• One of Easter Island’s most famous moai

The destination is also a hot spot for wine and
Chilean cuisine, including tuna empanadas and
poe, a sweet pudding prepared with pumpkin
and flour.

– an underwater statue at Hanga Roa
– is a recent creation: the statue and
the reef it’s anchored to was originally
created for the 1995 film Waterworld.
• A UNESCO World Heritage Site since 1995,

Currently, the only airline serving Easter Island
is LATAM, which offers daily flights to/from
Santiago and one weekly flight to/from
Papeete, Tahiti.

much of the island is protected within the
confines of Rapa Nui National Park.
• Like the Galapagos, Easter Island also
features a unique passport stamp – but
you won’t get it flying in from mainland

Easter Island can also be accessed by ship, with

Chile. Stop by the post office in Hanga

the destination included on itineraries offered by

Roa and for a small donation, you can

several cruise lines including Holland America Line,

receive one of the most unique passports

Oceania Cruises and Princess Cruises. Smaller

stamps in the world!

yachts also call at the island.
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The moai atop their ahu as seen
from the sands of Anakena

Photo by Elias Rovielo/flickr

The coastline
of Tongariki

omprised of Finland’s northernmost territory,
Lapland is a study in contrasts. While the
popular image of Lapland as a land of snow
and reindeer may certainly hold up in the winter
months, the destination is just as vibrant when the
snows recede and green replaces white as the
o
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dominant colour of this unique landscape.
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Due to its geographic location, Finland experiences
extended periods of light and darkness during the
summer and winter months respectively – and
nowhere is this more pronounced in the country
than in Lapland!

Travellers can take advantage of the extended
daylight and explore Lapland’s wilderness at

While a full month of darkness in
the winter may seem too much

any hour, by mountain bike, kayak or even
horseback.

to bear for most, the Finnish
summer balances out with four

The midnight sun shines on
Lapland – the perfect
time for a hike!

weeks of sunlight – the so-called

The capital of Lapland which bills itself as “the

“Midnight Sun” phenomenon. During

official hometown of Santa Claus," the town

this time, it’s not uncommon to see the

of Rovaniemi is a popular holiday destination

streets of the region’s towns and cities

for Finns and international travellers alike. Situated

teeming with residents and travellers enjoying

atop the Arctic Circle, the boundary is marked

the extra light, which takes on an orange hue

by a permanent structure which runs through

at this time of year.

the town’s Santa Claus Village, where Christmas

The Arctic Circle is marked
in the town of Rovaniemi

skiers can take a break in a very unique
way – by warming up in the world’s only

Santa Claus is a familiar face in Lapland,
particularly the town of Rovaniemi

Photo by Visit Rovaniemi and Visit Finland

sauna gondola!
The two-hour experience is geared toward groups
of nine to 12 guests, with groups of up to four guests
boarding the gondola for a 20-minute ride (the rest
of the group is invited to enjoy the sauna at the
top Yllas while they wait for their turn).

is celebrated year-round just eight kilometres north
of the city’s centre. A rite of passage for visitors to

• Rovaniemi is the only place where

Rovaniemi, the crossing of the Arctic Circle can

the Arctic Circle can be crossed

also be commemorated with an official certificate

underground, through a tunnel in the

from the city!

town’s SantaPark.

It’s a far cry from 1944, when the city was nearly
destroyed completely during World War II.

• Lapland is also a top spot for seeing
autumn colours! The best time to catch
them is mid-September, when the leaves
enter ruska, a Finnish term referring to the

Saunas and winter sports are a major part of
Finnish culture – so why not combine the two? In
Yllas (one of Lapland’s many fells or highlands),

vibrant colours of fall.

Photo by Visit Finland & Visit
Rovaniemi
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Explore the natural side of
St. Martin at Loterie Farm

ith a French flair to the north and a Dutch

by Hurricane Irma and will be replaced by a

demeanour down south – both basking

different experience.

in the Caribbean sunshine – St. Martin/
St. Maarten has something of a split personality.
Boasting 37 beaches, the island has plenty of places
While it was hit hard by Hurricane Irma in 2017,

to catch some sun. But with St. Martin becoming

the destination has recovered and is looking to

increasingly popular, where can you go to enjoy

welcome more travellers than ever before.

the beach and escape the crowds? Located along
the northwestern shore, Friar’s Bay typically draws

From the colourful homes of Philipsburg to the top of
Fort St. Louis overlooking Marigot, the island boasts
plenty of character no matter which side you’re on!

At a height of 424 metres, Pic Paradis is the highest
point on St. Martin – overlooking the French side
of the island, the lookout point provides one of
its most picture-perfect views, drawing plenty of
photographers looking to get the ideal shot.
Not far from Pic Paradis is Loterie Farm, a 135acre nature sanctuary where visitors can explore
St. Martin’s natural side. Nestled in the green hillsides
are numerous hiking trails and for the adventurous
traveller, a tree-top obstacle course and zipline
collectively known as the FlyZone, allowing visitors
to soar above 200-year-old mango trees. A kids’
obstacle course known as Ti-Tarzan was destroyed

mainly locals as opposed to tourists, offering a more

While it’s only been in operation since 2012, Topper’s

laid-back vibe for travellers looking to get off the

Rhum has received international accolades for its

beaten path.

products. Located in Simpson Bay in St. Maarten,
a variety of rum can be enjoyed from the source

Looking to go for a dive? South of St. Maarten

through tours of the company’s 6,000-sq.-ft. distillery.

lies Saba Island, a prime scuba spot where divers
can get up close with marine life, including sea
turtles, pufferfish and more at Tent Reef. Saba

Canadians have lots of options for getting to

can be reached by a 90-minute ferry ride from

St. Martin/St. Maarten. Flights are offered by Air

St. Maarten, with a number of dive operators based

Canada, Air Transat, Sunwing and WestJet, with

on the island.

plenty of resort options available through the
airlines’ respective tour operator divisions.

In a place where Europe meets the Caribbean,
there’s bound to be some amazing food and
• You can make your own perfume in

beverage options!

St. Martin! Just head over to Tijon
Billing itself as the culinary capital of the Caribbean,

Parfumerie in Grand Case for lessons

St. Martin/St. Maarten boasts more than 300

from experts in the field.

restaurants – nearly one for every day of the year
– featuring everything from the best of French
and Dutch cuisine to restaurants offering seafood,
barbecue, sushi and vegan eats. Be sure to bring
an appetite!

Colourful homes dot the streets
of Phillipsburg in St. Maarten

• While St. Martin was named and claimed a
Spanish territory by Christopher Columbus
on his second New World voyage in 1493,
he never actually set foot on the island.

Divers can swim with sea
turtles at Saba Island

Enjoy the beaches of Varadero…
but there’s a lot more to see!

nown for its many resorts – and the beautiful

walls feature ancient petroglyphs carved there

20-km stretch of sandy beach on which many

by the island’s Taino people more than 2,500

of them reside! – Varadero has long been

years ago.

established as a vacation hotspot for thousands
of winter-weary Canadians each year.
Amateur spelunkers can also explore the preserve’s
However, there’s more than just sand and surf to

Ambrosia Cave for more Taino petroglyphs (with 72

see here; check out some of the unique attractions

such works, it’s one of the largest collections in the

which Varadero has to offer travellers who want
to explore beyond the beach.

Not far from several resorts at the eastern end
of the Hicacos Peninsula is the Varahicacos
Ecological Reserve – where guests can travel back
in time more than 2,500 years! A protected
nature preserve since 1974, the area
contains a number of surprises within its
three square kilometres. Several hiking
trails wind through the region’s
scrub forest, which guests can
take to see the 500-year-old giant

It’s not just ancient plants that define the
preserve: numerous burial sites of Cuba’s
indigenous people can still be found throughout,
while in the Cueva de Musulmanes, the cavern

Photo by Kerron L/flickr

El Patriarca cactus.

Relive the British Invasion at
Varadero’s Mi Casa Beatles

Caribbean) with an added surprise: this

divers can explore to a depth of 22

cave is also home to thousands of bats,

metres and thanks to the exceptionally

which cling to the walls and ceilings of

clear waters, a variety of marine life –

the cavern.

including lobsters, angelfish, barracuda
and moray eels – can be easily seen.

An affordable admission rate is charged
to enter these various sections of
the preserve.

While Latin rhythms are the usual
Cuban soundtrack, the sounds of
1960s-era Liverpool are immortalized

While the beaches of Varadero are

at Mi Casa Beatles, a Varadero bar

great for swimming, travellers looking to

dedicated to the Fab Four. A statue

take a dip of a different sort can head

of Paul, John, George and Ringo

to Saturno Cave. Located 30 minutes

greets patrons as they enter the

outside of Varadero just south of the Via

establishment, which is adorned with

Blanca highway, this cave contains a

album jackets and photos of the band

crystal-clear freshwater pool, which

inside. Cover bands perform every

hovers around 20-22ºC – perfect for

night and while songs from The Beatles

a swim!

catalogue are in heavy rotation,

BEST DEALS
THIS SEASON ON:
Group Airfares
Escorted Tours
Custom Packages
Long & Short Stays
Nets & Commissions
on 40+ airlines

patrons can expect to hear sounds
Saturno Cave can also be explored

from every generation and genre of

further by scuba diving; experienced

rock ‘n’ roll.
Be sure to arrive early, as Mi Casa Beatles
is a very popular venue with locals and
travellers alike.

THE SUNSPOTS
HOLIDAYS TEAM
• Long before the first resort, Varadero
(Spanish for “dry dock“) and its salt mine
served as a supply base for Spain’s Latin
America fleet, as far back as 1587.
• Following the Cuban revolution in 1959,
many of the mansions built in Varadero
by U.S. millionaires were expropriated
and converted to museums.

WISHES YOU
MERRY CHRISTMAS
AND A HAPPY
NEW YEAR!
sunspotsholidays.com

1-800-657-8721
416-484-8144
TICO wholesale
reg. 50013229

Experience

2 Stories in One Trip

Taiwan &
Hong Kong

For travel packages & more info, visit

2StoriesOneTrip.com

We were lucky to get a seat at this self-

The bite-sized delicacies are cooked in

proclaimed “humble hole-in-the-wall."

a meticulous way. “Timing is everything,”

On the street out front, crowds of hungry

our guide, Miranda, insisted, claiming that

pondered this, paraphrasing the

guests were swarming like bees, vying

fewer than five restaurants in Hong Kong

famous “bigger boat” line from

for a table.

make dumplings like Tim Ho Wan does.

of steaming-hot, Cantonese-style

The eatery specializes in classic

The result is a smooth, tender dumpling,

dumplings found a landing spot at our

dumplings, puffy pork buns and even

slightly overcooked on the surface,

crowded table.

more adventurous fare, such as chicken

oozing with flavour.

the movie Jaws, as another round

feet. As a disciplined maitre d' hollered
names and table numbers in Cantonese
The afternoon had been a feast for the

and Mandarin, the scene in the kitchen

eyes at Tim Ho Wan, a no-frills dim sum

was a hurricane of flour-dusted hands,

It’s a happy-ending experience that

restaurant in downtown Hong Kong.

patting and preparing dumpling skins.

doesn’t require a payday loan –

Hong Kong as viewed from Victoria Peak

dishes cost between $10-24 HKD (about $1.50-4.00 CAD).
It’s no wonder Tim Ho Wan has been called the most
affordable Michelin-starred restaurant in the world.

Had we found the most divine dumplings in Hong Kong?
The skyscraper-studded city with more than 10,000 places
to eat presents endless options. Given the hoopla on the
street outside of Tim Ho Wan (and the bloat in my belly),
I’d say we’d come close.
It was one of several must-eat places PAX visited while touring
the cosmopolitan city of more than seven million people.
Accompanied by the Hong Kong Tourism Board and

Some of Hong Kong's
distinctive, colourful buildings

Lungshan Temple of Manka in Taipei's Wanhua District

Hong Kong Airlines, we were introduced

luxury retailers while bargain hunters

to Hong Kong’s sights, smells and sounds,

flock to the Temple Street Night Market,

but also learned how to make the most

a bustling street bazaar where trinkets,

out of a long-haul trip to Asia.

electronics, clothing and art is haggled
over, in between rounds of street food,
such as egg waffles and fish balls.

One option: make your trip to Hong

“Every neighbourhood is a different

Kong a combo and include Taiwan.

world,” Michael Lim, director, Canada,
Central & South Americas at the Hong

Located 180 km east of mainland China

Kong Tourism Board (HKTB), told PAX.

from Hong Kong, Taiwan is a mountainous
island known for its modern cities and
natural beauty. What sold us was how

Similarly, Taiwan’s Ximending Shopping

easy it was to get there from Hong Kong

District and Shilin Night Market offer

(the flight is just under two hours).

an eccentric mix of culture and eats.
As guests of the Taiwan Tourism Bureau,

Flying Hong Kong Airlines in Business Class

our visit to Shilin was a feast for the senses

made the journey extra comfortable

as our group linked arms and navigated

with its amenity kits, full-flat seats and

our way through throngs of people,

full-service Skybar (which, with the

passing midway games, shopkeepers

right combination of passengers, can

and vendors selling pepper buns (a hot

become your own nightclub in the sky).

pocket loaded with pork and green
onions), oyster omelets and stinky tofu.

Both destinations offer endless cultural
The Ngong Ping 360 gondolas

experiences. Hong Kong’s Causeway

Urbanite travellers will love the cityscapes

Bay is a hub for glitzy mega-malls and

of both destinations. Hong Kong’s dense

Taiwan's Taipei 101 building from the pool deck at Humble House Taipei

skyline comes ablaze at night as colourful lights and lasers
blast from skyscrapers on Hong Kong Island and Kowloon,
a nightly presentation at 8 p.m. called the Symphony of Lights.
Taiwan’s Taipei 101 building, a 101-storey landmark shaped
like a stalk of bamboo, towers over the capital city of Taipei
with stunning magnificence.

Visiting Taiwan, before or after a city like Hong Kong, ultimately
allows you to tell another story. Taiwan’s connection to nature
– and all the activities that go with it – truly sets the destination
apart in one-of-a-kind ways.
With more than 200 mountain peaks and nine national parks,
the region’s countryside is a paradise for outdoor lovers.
As we hiked along the Liwu River in the gorge of Taroko
National Park, peering up at misty mountains and picklegreen hills, we questioned if we were indeed hiking or hunting
for dinosaurs in Jurassic Park.
If we were in fact attacked by dinosaurs, I’m sure we would
have tasted good!
But not as good as Tim Ho Wan’s dumplings.
Our journalist was hosted by Hong Kong Airlines as well as Hong Kong and Taiwan tourist
offices.

Overlooking the Aegean Sea (the playground of legends such
as Poseidon, Zeus, the Nesoi and other ancient deities), this fabulous
hotel has the capacity to astonish, with both its modernity and the
quality of its services sure to seduce cosmopolitan travellers
staying in Greece’s Mykonos.

It all paves the way for an exceptional
stay in the heart of the Cyclades islands.

Nestled on a rocky promontory with
a steep, logic-defying incline, the
hotel inspires awe among its guests
on approach as they make their way
higher and higher upwards, toward
skies that feature so prominently in
local mythology.
The main terrace overlooking the sandy
beach of Elia boasts unrivalled views
of the sea and the Cycladic island
duo of Naxos and Paros, whose hilly
silhouettes are outlined on the horizon.
The beach is one of the most popular
on the island, with sun loungers and

The hotel offers an exceptional stay in the heart of the Cyclades.

rustic straw umbrellas exclusive to Royal Myconian

meanwhile, a minibus transfer to the main village

guests – meaning you won’t have to wake up at

of Mykonos, with its iconic white windmills, is offered

dawn to guarantee a prime place under the sun.

every day until the early hours.

Although it goes without saying, it’s still worth

The Royal Myconian skilfully punctuates its common

emphasizing that the Royal Myconian’s status

areas with New Age décor, with the unmistakable

in the prestigious Leading Hotels of the World group

hallmarks of Aegean tradition evident across

reflects an attentive, impeccable, downright royal

the architecture and bold art of its rooms (except,

service to guests.

perhaps, for the free Wi-Fi across the entire
property – a luxury that wasn’t quite yet available

A thalassotherapy spa and gym help guests to work

in ancient Greece). The rooms all feature generous

off any excess pounds gained from a meal at the

private terraces covered with aromatic

Ambrosia restaurant where, at dusk, holidaymakers

bougainvillea fuchsia and aqua shutters, creating

adorned in their fineries cross the imposing wooden

a picture-postcard effect. Although most rooms

doors. Here, they discover a panoramic terrace and

face the sea, some even offer private infinity

experience a simple but impeccably-executed à la

pools or Jacuzzis.

carte menu from chef George Oikonomou. Guests
can enjoy these dishes, bearing the distinctive

It’s a true privilege to stay at the Royal Myconian

flavour of local tradition, in the atmospheric

– a heavenly place where the gods and goddesses

dim lighting of thousands of candles lining the stone

of lore are never far from the imagination.

walls and vaulted ceilings.
For vacationers who feel like getting further
acquainted with the local culture and cuisine,

Our journalist was a guest of Transat as part of its Andromeda package.
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A UNIQUE MOMENT JUST FOR YOU

NEW EXPERIENCE

ADULTS ONLY
OVER 16 YEARS OLD

Exclusive adult’s getaways at Iberostar are full of services to enjoy unique moments:
FIT & FUN
Change your routine with
a program of activities
designed for you.

COCKTAIL MASTER CLASS
Become
a master mixologist
for the day.

ROMANTIC DINNER
Let us surprise you
in a delicious
dinner with your partner.

TAPAS BUFFET
We offer you
a range of delicious ideas
for a snack.

FOAM BEACH PARTY
Fight the heat
in a funny way.

CONECTA2 (SINGLES)
Play and have fun
meeting new people.

BEACH NIGHT PARTY
Celebrate your holidays
outdoor.

CUBAN CARNIVAL NIGHT
Flee from stress with
the rhythm of
the best music.

MINIBAR PREMIUM ($)
The best brands
for unique holidays.

CHILL OUT PARTY
If you just want
to disconnect, relax
in a unique environment.

AN ELEVATED WAY TO FLY

INTRODUCING AIR CANADA
SIGNATURE SERVICE
Air Canada Signature Service sets a higher standard of premium
travel by elevating the end-to-end experience from check-in to
landing. Available now on all international and select North American
mainline flights operated by our 767, 777, 787 and A330 aircraft.

LEARN MORE

aircanada.com/SignatureService

